CALLS FOR
220
REPORTS
SERVICE
WRITTEN
WATCH COMMANDER: Goncalves/Woodward

TYPE

CASE#
Stolen Vehicle 22-54124

Burglary
Vehicle
Baker Act
Warrant
Service

Traffic Stop

11

LOCATION
Faith Ln

22-54187

Rolling Sands Dr

22-54156
22-54234

Woodhollow Ln

22-54260

County Road 302
near County Road
25

Wedge Lane

TRAFFIC STOPS

56

BAKER ACTS

1

DATE: 6/16/2022

SUMMARY
RP reported her red 2016 Dodge Journey (FL 81AZED) stolen. The vehicle
was stolen sometime during the previous evening. The vehicle was
involved in a motor vehicle accident at 8:54pm yesterday evening in
Volusia County. The vehicle was unoccupied and entered as abandoned by
FHP.
RP reported items stolen from his silver 2000 GMC Sierra. The incident
occurred sometime during the previous evening to early morning hours.
An adult female was placed in custody under the Baker Act.
S1 fled into the woods from Rosepetal Lane as law enforcement was
arriving to attempt a warrant service. K9 tracked through the woods
where a loaded firearm and some narcotics were located underneath a
fan palm branch in the area. Delta Squad, K9, ISD, PACE, Intel Unit, FDLE
and FFLT continued attempting to locate at Wedge Lane and S1
surrendered without incident. Additionally, S2 was arrested for resisting
without violence and accessory after the fact.
Deputy Lichty conducted a traffic stop on S1 in reference to his knowledge
that Deputy Green had signed felony charges for his arrest (case 202200053534). A passenger, S2 was initially allowed to leave the vehicle, as
she had no involvement in Deputy Green’s case. Upon conducting a tow
inventory of the vehicle, Deputy Lichty located narcotics in the center
console and requested DFC Gaddie to detain S2 in reference to the
discovered narcotics. S1 was arrested and charged for falsifying a police
report and fraudulently obtaining a driver’s license. S2 was arrested for
battery on LEO and obstruction of justice-resisting arrest with violence.

